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Tagungsber c h t 31/1994

Algebraische Za.hlentheorie

17. - 23.07.1994

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn Prof. C. Deninger (Münster), Herrn
Prof. G. Frey (Essen) und Herrn Prof. P. Schneider (Köln) statt. Die Vortragenden.
berichteten über aktuelle Forschungsergebnisse, die überwiegend aus dem Bereich
der Algebraischen Za.hlentheorie und der Arithmetischen Geometrie stammten. Zwei
Vorträge behandelten Fragen der konstruktiven Galoistheorie.

Vortragsauszüge

The fundamental group of arithmetic surfaces
Yasutaka Ihara.

In this talk it was shown that several aritlunetic surfaces have trivial geometrie'
fundamental groups. The lllcthod is to find a suitable divisor 0 on the- arithmetie
surfaee X· in question. such that 1rl(D) - 1T'1( ....Y") is surjective and that irrorn(D) is
small. Dy using some verical prime divisor Yasutaka showed that 1T'~rulp feOm(.~) =1
if ~Y' is the nonualization of pI /0 in a pro-p extension (finite) of the funetion field of
pt /k unramifieu outside 0, 1. oc; ( k: any llulnber field, 0: the ring of integers). By
using sOlne horizontal prime divisors and a theoren of Belyi, he showed that every
curve over a Jlulnber field k having a k·rational point has an arithmetic surface
modelover 0 which i::; norma.l ~lId has trivial geometrie fundamental group. Other
serics of ~xalnples a.re relatcd to r~glllar mouel::; anti t.o applications of D =~'mixed

type djvisor~'.
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Artin-Verdier.duality ror arithmetic surfaces
Michael Spieß

Let X be a. 2-dimensional proper Z-scheme. Spieß constructs a complex Je on
~Y and proves the following duality Theorem for the etale cohomology of coo
structible sheaves F on X: The Yoneda-pairing combined with Cl. natural trace map
H6(X,~) - Q/Z gives a non-degenerate pa.iring of finite groups

lIi(}(,:F) x Ext~-i(:F, K.) - Q/Z.

The construction of IC is analogous to Deninger's constrnction of the dualizing .'
complex for one-dimensional schemes and uses LichtenbaUlll~:i compex r(2) for the .,
generic points of X. Using the duality theorem and results of Bloch and Jannse~,

Spieß gets a new proof of a result of Kato/Saito concerning 2-dimensional Class
field theory.

An analog ofTate's conjecture on ext"erior Galois representations in pro-l
fundamental groups of algebraic curves
Hiroaki Nakamura

Let X be a hyperbolic a.igebraic variety defined over a number field k, and put
GA: =Gal(k/k), X = X ® k. Then there is a natural exact sequence

1 ~ 1l"1(X) -. 1l"1(X) -+ GI; - 1

of profinite fundamental gorups. This induces also a natural exterior Galois rep
resentation <Px : GI; -.OUt(1Tl(X», When 1rl(X) has trivial center, the automor
phism group of 7f'l(X) over GA: modulo inner automorphisms by 1rl(X) is isomorphie
to the centralizer of the Galois image <,?x(Gt ) in OUt(7f'l( ..t» denoted by Z(<px).
A problem raised by Ä. Grothendieck is to find a dass of ~~ such that the nat
ural mapping ~x : AutX -. Z(<px) gives a bijection (an aspect of "anabelian"
aIgebraic varieties). Nakamura explained the pro-l version of the problem for
X = hyperbolic curves / k. In particular he showed the result (Math. Z. 206) that

Autt(Pl \ {O, 1,00}) .=.. Z( c;:?:\{~.l.OO})'in this case due to Anderson, Coleroan, Ihara- •
Kanek~Yuhinari. He also described how this result can be extended to the case of
higher genus curves (cf. Crelle 441).
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A p-adic allalgue of Beilison's conjectures rar Hecke characters of imag
inary quadrntic fields
Thomas Geisser

Let <p he a. Hecke character of an inlaginary quadratic field [{ of weight w > 0 and
infinity typ~ (n. b). Then one can attach a motive M"" to ftJ in the category Alz,(l()
of Chow motives over [{ with coefficients in Zp and prove the following

Theorem Let p ~ 0 he split in [{, 1 ~ 0, p - 1 t b +1+ 1. and b+ 1 f; O. Then
there exists Cl. suhmodule V ~ !(21+w+.(M.." Zp)(I+W+l) such that the length a.s an
Ocp-rnodule of the cokernel of a regulator rnap R restricted to V equals the valuation
of the p-adic L·function G( <7'-1/\,-1, U- b- I - 1, u- a - l - 1).

Sinee the p-adie L-series in question is a p-adie a.nalogue of L(<p, -I), this fits neatly
into the Beilinson eonjectere framework. The module V arises in eonnection with
elliptic units~ and the proof uses the fact that that the quotient of loeal and elliptic
units is related to p-adic L-functions.

On Beilinson's conjecture rar Hilbert-modular surfaces
Guido Kings

Let F/Q be real qudratic, G := Gm Xße.,/IflG .. Re~FIQGL2 and S/Q be a canonical
model of the Shimura variety associated to G. Let W be the standard representation
of GL2 and l/P,9 := SymPW ® Sym9W, where W is t.he dual representation. Kings
constructed a (relative) mo.tive VP ,9 / S such that H:,+P+9(VP ,q X Q, Q,) ~
H:I(S x Q, vp,q). Let H!v(Vp,q ® R,lR( *» c Hi,(VP ,9 ® R,R(*» be ihe elements
"coming from a compactification". Then there is the following result (weak form of
Bellinson'5 conjecture on L-values outside the central strip):
Let p ~ q 2:: 1 and 1r C L 2(G(Q)\G(A» be stahle, then

dima0Qilr.;-q+r(Vp,q,~IR,IR(p + q + 3 -1»)(1i'J) = 1 for 1=1,·'· ,q

and there exists a G(AJ ) -module K(p, q, I) C H~q+3(VP,9, Q(p + q +3 - I)) (I =
1,·'· ,q), such that

T.,,(K(p, q, l) c Uf.,j9+3 (Vp
,q 0 IR, R(p + q + 3 -I»

T.,,{K(p.q,l))(7rJ) = L(1i'/, 1- 3 - P - qr R(p, q,/)(1r'j)

Here TI) is ßeilillson's regulator, L( 7rJ, s)- is the leading coefficient of the Taylor
series expansion of L in s alld flip, q, 1)( 1i'/) is Beilinson 's Q.structure on
Hr-;q+J(VP,9 '0 1R.!R(p+ q + 3 - /))(if'J) .

. 3
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Derivatives of p.adic L-functions
Ralph Greenberg

In this lecture, Greenberg described various formulas for the derivative of a p-adic
L-functions at the so-called "trivial zero". In the case of Kubota-Lcopoldt p-adic
L-functions, the formula allows one to prove the simplicity of a. -trivial zero. In
the case of the p-adic L-functionattached to an eLliptic CUf\'e- E /Q, there is 30
trivial zero (at s = 1) just when the E has spUt multiplicative reductian 30t p. The AI
simplicity (when the cornplex L-function is HOHzero at .s = 1 and assuming E is ..
modular) turns out to arnount to a. certain conjecture about the Tate period for
E. This is a consequence of a formula for the derivative proved by Glenn S.tevens
and Greenberg. There is 30 similar formula. for the derivative at s = 2 for the p--a,clic
L-function associated to the symmetrie square of such an elliptic curve, proved by
Jaques Tilouioe and Greenberg. All of these formulas take a very similar form,
involving a factat L = logp(q)/ordp(q) for some q E Q;. In the lecture , Greenberg
indicated a common way to define the p-adic number L,.

Uniform boundedness cf the torsion cf elliptic curves
Laie Merel

The leeture consisted in a partial exposition of the praof of the strong uniform
houndedness conjecture:

Theorem The order of a torsion point of an elliptic cutve over an number field of
degree d is bounded by a constant which depends only on d.

This was proved by Mazur for d = 1, by Kamienny for d = 2, by Mazur and
Kamienny for 3 :5 d :5 14 a.nd by Merel in the general case. By the work of
Faltings, Frey, Ka.mienny and Mazur it was known to follow from the existence of
a. bound for torsion prime. In partieular, refining the techniques of Merel, Oesterle e
proved: Torsion primes in degree d are bounded by (3 d/ 2 + 1)2.

Finiteness o( torsion in codimension two Chow groups; the case of a
product oe modular elliptic curves
Andreas Langer
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L(~t J::.,' hc a. modular elliptic curve O\'er Q without complex lIlultiplication ovcr Q,
let LV he its contlu(:tor allel p a. prime not dividing lV. COllsidcr thc coJimension
two ehow grollp C 1/2( E xE). Thcn the foJlowing theorcln holcls

Theorem 1 The p-primary torsion C 112( E x E){p} is a. finite group.

This providcs a first finiteness result on torsion of codimension t~o Chow groups in
the case /{~C\.Ox) :F O. The result is cosely related to the following

Theorem 2 The eyeIe map Pp : C 112(E x E){p} - ll:Cnt,(E x E,Zp(2» is injectift.

80th theorenls were obtained in joint work with Shuji Saito and use methods of
Mildenhall and Flach and in addition Jannsen 's cohomological Hasse principal and
loeal dass field theory for eurves over Q,.

Galois module structure of l\'-groups of rings of integers
Ted Chinburg

This talk was about reeent work on the G =Gal(NI/()-module structure of the K
groups /C(ON) of the ring of in~gers of a finite Galois e.xtension NII( of number
fields. By a theorem of Borei, there is an explicit integral combination Y;n+l of
permutation G-nladules for each integer n ~ 0 sU.fh that the dass fln(NII()Naive =
(I(2n+l(ON») - (I(2n(ON) - (Y;n+d has finite order in the Grothendieck group
Go(ZG) of all· finitely generated ZG- modules. A basic problem in number theory
has been ta canstruet arithmetically a natural pre-image On{lVII() of nn(NI/{)NoWe
in the Grothendieck group l\·o(ZG) of a.ll finitely generated projective ZG~-modules.

One would like to relate the image of On( NI/() in various quotients of ·/(o(ZG) to
the leading term L· ( -n, V) in the expansions at s =n of Artin L-series L( s, V) of
representations \l of G. This should in turn relate fln(lVI/() to Artin root numbers
W(V).
By generalizing results of Snaith and Pappas from 1993, Snaith, Pappas, Kolster
and Chinburg proved:

Theorem 1) lf n = 1, there is a canonieal preimage fldlVII() E /(o(ZG) of
0 1(NII( Viaive whieh is defined using work of B. Kahn on the Galois eohomolgy of
[(-groups.
2) A form of Liehtenbaum's conjecture about L-( -1, V) implies fl 1(NII() == WN1K

mod D(ZG).
3) The function ficld counterpart of n1(iV IA") satisfies 0 1(lV I/i.") =WN1K if
char(!V) f #C.

.)
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·n SlIppose LichtenhaUlll 's r( 71. + I, X) (omplcxes exist far SOIl1t:' Il ~ :1 allel regular
.\ uf dimension 1. Tlten nne can define a. dass fl"( N I1\') E Kn( Z(;) far which
the counterpart of 1),2),3) abovc hold Hp to <"lasses of finite modules sllpported on
ln + l)! (or (n + 1)!p in the function fidd case).

Arithmetic tame covers of schemes
~l~rtin J. Taylor

This was areport on joint work with T. Chinburg, B. Erez and G. Pappas. Let .'

S =Spec(Z), and let 4\ ~ S be a. regular, projective, eqllidimensional Hat scheme,
which carries an action by a finite group G. Put X' ~ }I' =.Y jG for the the quotient
and suppose that Y is regular and that the action X x G - .r is tarne. Then, for
any bounded complex F· of coherent G -.Y modules, the usual Euler characteristic
Je(F·) E Go(ZG) can be refined, in a natural way, to aclass fK(F·) E [(o(ZG).
\Vith the above notation and hypothesis~ the root number dass Wx / y E Cl(ZG)
and the ramification dass Rx / y E Cl(ZG.) were defined. This then enables Taylor
to formulate

The two special cas'es when }(/Y is etale and when )( is an arithmetic sUlface were
discussed in detail. The leeture then eoncluded to show how the Euler eharaeteristics
of certain sheaves on geometrie surfaces correspond to root numbers.

A Tate sequence for global units
Jürgen Ritter

Let [(/ k be a finite Galois extension of number fields with group G, E the unit
group in K and, for a G·invariant finite set 5 of primes of K eontaining all the
infinite ones, Es the S·units a.nd 65 = (PI - P2, Pt,2 E S)z. From Diriehlet's unit •
theorem one gets (nonexplicit) isogenies l.P : ~5 - Es whieh are injective and have
finite cokernel. Each such "p gives rise to a Stark regulator Rs;,.,(X) and to a. Tate
q·index qs,op(X), both attached to a complex eharacter X of G. o"efine L-(X) to be
the first non·va.nishing eoefficient in the Taylor expansion at s = 0 of the L·series
L(s,X) (with the Euler factors to PES removed) and As,op(X) to be the quotient
Rs.op(X}/ L-(X). It is conjectured that As,op(X) = qs.op(X), whieh has been confirmed
by Tate in same cases using a s>equence

o- Es - A - B - 6S - O.
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IIt~rp~ :l iLUd IJ haVf! rilliLe projetotivp. dimension and the set S has tn he sutricicntly
Ia.rgc. Tlu.' variolls conjcr.Lurr.s of Chinbllrg r.oncerning his clC:L'is n = .-1- 8 E Cl(ZG)
\'lC'cc .liSCllssed. Then thc cOtlsLrucLioll of a Tate sequence for snlall sets S was givcn,
in particlllar for S = 00 : 0 - E - ..1 - 8 - v - 0, which uniquely ariscs froln
dass fielt! tlll.'ory. 'l'he number thcorctical Inealling of \l was displayed in detail.
Also, it W~ shown that the new Chinuurg dass A - Bis, in fact, the old n. All the
results caUle from joint work with A. \Veiss.

Iwasawa·theory of abelian varieties at primes of non-ordinary reduction
Heiko Knospe

Let A/Q be an abeliau variety with Neron-model AjZ and good reduction at p # 2,
and let Q ~ ... ~ Qn ~ ... ~ Qoo be the cyclotomic Zp ~ r-extension with rings
of integers Z ~ ... ~ On ~ o. 0 ~ 0 00 0 Let .\'" = n:c(ooo[;],A(p)r and ass~me that p
is a supersiilgular prime (i.e. A(IFp )(p) = 0). Then Knospe defined a finit~ly gener
ated Zp[[r]].submodule Lo of 0 9 (where 0 is the the ring of Cp-analyti'c functions
convcrging in the open unit disc) which satisfies

Theorem 1) #H}I{Z,.A(P)) = Ichar(tor(.\')(O)I- 1 • (vol .cO(O))-1
(vol w.r.t. the Haar-measure on Z~) and 00 if and only if one of the factols is 00.

2) 0 ~ corank Hj,( On, A(p»- E g-rkQ,<{,_ ).co((-1) $ L ordr=<_lchar(tor(X))
(EIJ,.. <eIJ,"

The proof uses results a.nd techniques of B. Perrin-lliou and P. Schneider, and there
is a generalization of the theorem to cases of 'mi~ed' reduction at p. The classical
Selmer groups Coillcide up to finite index which is independent of n with the above
flat (fpqf) cohomology groups. Furthermore, there is a theorem which supplies a
lower bound for the size of the groups H),(on,A(p)).

Artin-Schreier towers, Galois invariants of Milnor K-groups and higher
local class field theory
Ivan Fesenko

Let F be a complete discrete valuation field of dimension n over a perfect residue
field k, char(k) :: p > 00 A totally ramified with respect to the discrete valuation
of rank n p-extension L / F is called Artin-Schreier tower if there exists achain
of subfields L = Fm 2 Fm 2 Fm - a ;2 0 _. 2 Fa = F such that·Ei = Fi-1(ad
for some root O'i of Artin·Schreier equation }(P -.Y = ai~ ai E Ei-i. The same
extension is called AST, if the previous property holds for any intermediate subchain

7
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~f cxtPllsiuns ur c.Jegrce p. Thcre is a Ncukirch map 'r~LIF for any Galois totalJy
ramificli p-extcnsion LI F .

}'LIF: 11 o1ni:n'(G( t / F), G( LI F» - U I{~OP( F)liVLIFU {\.:,OP( L)

and a Hazewinkcl map 'l1 LI F (defined only for extensions such that any intermediate
eyelie extension is AST)

WLIF: UK~OP(F)/NLIFUI{~OP(L)- Homz:n'(G(FjF),G(L/F)tJ").

The properties of AST imply that for abelian p-extensions YL / F and lf! LIF are
isomorphisms whieh are inverse to each ot her.

Non abelian local class field theory
Helmut Koeh

Let ]( be a Ioeal field with finite residue dass field. The talk reported on joint work
with E. de Shalit and presented a generalization of dass field theory over K by
means of Lubin-Tate extensions. The goal was to describe the Galois group G K =
Gal(/(Iepi/() and its ramification groups by means of a group ~hich is defined over
[(. So rar one has such a description of the Weil group of the maximal metabelian
group. The construction depends on the choice of a prime element 7r of /(. Let
q = #()K /7r, let v be the exponential valuation with v( 11") = 1, and let [a](X) be
the multiplication by a in the formal group belonging to the polynomial f,,(X) =
7rX - (-l)P X 9 • Then Koch defined

YJ := {(a,~(X)1a E J(, ~(X) E F9[[XJ]·,iP'~(.~) = {(X){u}(X)jX}

where <p denotes the Frobenius automorphism acting on Fq , furthermore u :=
a1r- v (tJ) and {u}(X) := [u](X)( mod 1f). There is a na.tural group structure de
fined on g, and the groups 9/, f E N,forrn in a natural way a projective system.
The main result was the construction of an isomorphism

whieh depends on theehoice of 'Ir but is beside this unique up to inner autornor- •
phisms.

hee pro-p-extensions of algebraic number fields
Kay Wingberg

In this lecture Wingberg presented the following theorem:

8
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Theorenl LpL k hn or CM.Lype cOllta.inillg the group Jlp of I~th roots of unity,
p 1= 2. with lll~..ximal totally real subfield k+.
1) AssutHC LhaL 110 prinle of k+above p splits in k and that the Iwa.sawa ~·inva.riant

or kco/k is zero. Thcll if thc p.part of thc p-idcaJ dass group Clsp(k~)(p)= 0 for all
n ~ O. therc exists a free pro-p extension of k of rank r:? + I. lIere T2 is the number
of complex placcs of k and k:denotes the n-th layer of cyclotonuc Zp-extension k~

of k+.
2) Assurne that Leopoldt's and Greenberg's conjecture are true for k resp. k+ and
p. Then Clsp(k~)(p)= 0 for aU n » 0, if k has a free pro-p-extension of rank r:! + 1.

Corollary Let k = Q( (p), p ~ 2. Then Vandiver's conjecture is equivalent to
Greenberg's conjecture and the existence of a. free pro-p-e.xtcnsion of k of rank e:p..

An arithmetic site over the ring of integers of number fieIds
Alexander Schmid t

Let [(IQ be- an algebraic nUluber field. Schmidt constructs a Grothendieck topology
(called positive topology) over .Y' = Spec(OK) which is finer than the etale topology
and under which .Y behaves like a smooth projective curve over a finite fi"eid. Let
H;08()(' F) denote the cohomology of a. sheaf on the positive site. The "following
theorem holds:" .

Theorem There is an integer d = d( J() such that for every n with (n, d) = 1 there

is a. canonicaJ trace map tr : H:(),(.Y,~n) ~ Z/rtZ and for every locally constant
constructible sheaf F of Z/nZ-modules on )(po, the cup product:

H;03()(' F) x H:;/(.~, ltom(:F, Pn» - H;oll(X, J!.n) .=.. Z/nZ

induces a perfect pairing of finite groups for a11 i. If [( is an abelian num-ber field
then d(J() = 2.

Representations of central simple algebras over p-adic fields
Ernst \rVilhelm Zink .

Let AIF be a central simple a.lgebra of reduced degree N over a l"adic number field
F. According to the Abstract Matching Theorem of Deligne. Kazhdan, Vigneras
there is a character preservillg (up to sign) bijection between the sets of irreducible
discrete series representations of different groups A· for all AI F with ~V fixed.
On the other hand there a.re explicit constructions of the discrete series in the
"extreme" cases A = l\'1n ( F) (G. ßushncll alld P. Kutzko. L. Corwin) and A
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DN a. division a.l~cbra. (L. Corwin, E.\V. Zink). Frolll thc pxplicit constructiolls a
certain system T; of pa.ramelers has cmcrgcd which is Cl. nonca.nonical substitute
for thc indccomposable degrce lV represclltations of thc Wcil- Deligllc group. ·~v is
csscntially dcscribcd in terms ofirreducible polynomials ov~r F using a. distinguished
exponential distance Wr. In joint work with A. Selberger, Zink dealt with the
following problems:

1) Explicit construction of the discrete series representations of A- for all .4/ F
2) H~w do the explicit constructions fit with the Abstract Nlatching Theorem?

Trus report was mainly concerned with the first problem.

A mysterious class of p-adic fields and their applications to abelian
varieties
John Coates

The lecture reported on joint work with R. Greenberg, which was motivated hy
two classical problems about abelian varieties over p-adic fields. Inspired by the
arguments in Tate's paper "P-:divisible groups", he defined so called deeply ramified
algebraic extensions of Qp. The first part of the lecture e.xplained a. number of
differnent chara.cterizations of such fields; for example, such a field /( is characterized
by H 1

(/(, m) = 0, where m denotes the maximal ideal o(the ring of integers of Qp.
Tbe remainder of the lecture discussed applications to two problems on abelian
varieties. Let I(jFIQp be field extensions with F finite and [( algebraic over Qp,
AIF an abelian variety and A[i'O] the GF-moduJe of p"power torsion points. Let
""K : A(I()®Qp/Zp ~ H 1(I(,A(POO)) be the Kummer map, and let .NK1F(A) ~ A(F)
be the universal norm subgroup. When !( is deeply ramified, Coates explained the
description of Im(K.K) in motivic terms, i.e. in terms of the GF-module A(pooJ.
Secondly, whenever there is motivic description of Im(K.K), he outlined a general
motivic description of the group of universal norms.

p-adic regulators
Jan Nekovar

Let k be a perfect field of char(k) = p > 0, W = W(k), Ifo = W[~], /(1/(0 a
finite totaJ.ly ramified extension. Let,\' be a proper smooth scheme over the ring
of integers, .\"" = X ®OK 1\, i"Y = liE1 X 0 Z/piZ. For n < p we have the syntomic

cohomology groups JI.( 'Y"!ln, sQ,,( 11» a.nd the Fontaine· ~tessing map (for p f; 2)

10
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Theoreln Assulnc cither (a.) p > 1Ilim(.r) + 1; or (b) p > diJn(.~) and .r ~

'\0 0w 01\ with '\'0 smooth over W. ·Thl~n there is a commutativc cxact diagraul

o-ll}( 1\', Ili(.~e', Qp( n)))

1p

0- ker(7)

1=

1~

H I( [{, /[i(.~et,Qp(n))

(fJ is ind uccd by the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence. fJ 0 ß is injective).

Corollary 1 .-\ssume (a),(b), /{IQp finite and i + 1 < 2n. If the Chernclasses

/(~n-i-l( ..r) 1(?n-i-l(.Y")

1 1

•

Hi+l ( ...V"yn , sQ,(n)) Hi+l("'Y"e', Qp(n»

are compatible, then (Im( i) = 0 by the crysta.lline Weil conjectures)

Im[I{~n_i_l(~l:')--;. H1(/(,.Hi(Xeh Qp(n»))] ~ H}(/C, H'(Xeh Qp(n)))

Corollary 2 Assurne (a),(b). Then
""Im[CHn( ..y)o --;. Hl(/(,H2n-l(.:tec,Qp(n»)] ~ H}([C,H 2n- 1(Xe".Qp(n»)

Parametrie solutions of embedding problems
B. Heinrich Matzat

This lecture introduced parametrie solutions of embedding problems. In the case of
a Hilbertian base field these can be specialized to ordinary solutions, and in the case
of geometrie embedding problems over function fields even to geometrie solutions.
In contrast to the geometrie solutions of ernbedding problems introdueed earlier,
parametrie solutions have the advantage that standard reduction theorems like the
theorem of Kochendörffer remain true. Then it was shown that besides of the
solvable Drauer embedding problems the two fundamental constructions Cer strang
solutions of embedding probleins (split embedding problems with abelian kernei,
centerless embeddillg problems with GAR·kernel) always lead to proper parametric
solutions. :\t the end an overview on new GAR·realizations over Q and Qab was

,11
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givcn extcntling the lists in "Der Kenntnisstand in der konstruktiven Galois'schen
Theorie'\ PM 95 (1991).

GAR-realizations of orthogonal groups over Q
Gunter Martin Malle

-lt is still a.n open quest ion whether every finite simple (nonabelian) group G pos
sesses a GAR-realizatior. over Qab or even Q. Embedding probe1ms over Hilbertian
fields with kernel er, where G has a GAR-realization, are solvable; this demon-
strates the importauce of finding GAR-realizations for finite simple groups. In e
the talk Malle sketched a proof that for infinitely many natural numbers n there
exist infinitely many primes p such that the orthogonal groups 02n+l(P), Oi"n(P)
and O;n(P} possess GA-realizations over Q, which are even GAR-realizations for
O~n+l(P). For the praof, one shows rigidity for a. suitable dass vector of G. The
question cf generation can be handled by using a theoreIn of Wagner classifying
groups generated by reftections. For the calculation of the structure canstant, deep
results from· Lusztig's theory of charactersof reductive groups have to be used, as
weIl as e..xtensions of this theory to disconnected groups by Digne and Michel. These
allow' to give bounds on character va.lues and thus prove that the structure constant
of the chosen dass vector equals 1.

Semistable hyperelliptic curves o~er discrete valuation rings
lvan Kausz

Let R be a discrete valuation ring of char ~ 2, 1r = X ~ S =' Spec(R) astahle
S-curve of genus 9 ~ 2 with smooth hyperelliptic generic fibre X K over the field of
constants K = Quot(R}. Assume that the image of the canonical mapping Xx ~
Pk-1 is PK • Then there exists a canonical rational section A of(det(1r.wxIS)Y~(8g+4).

Let sES be the special point, char(K(s)) :/; 2. In this lecture Kausz showed that

o~ ord,(A) :5 g26,

where 6, is the number of singular points in the geometricfibre of the minimal _
regular model of X. •

The method of Coleman-Chebauty and Fermat curves
William G. McCallum
Let X be a complete nonsingular curve of genus 9 > 1, defined over a number field
K, and let A be the Jacobian of )(. The method of Coleman & Chebauty hounds
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.\* ( 1\') wlwn I.hl' ra.nk or :l( "') is Ipss thall y. The kcy is ta conslrucl a logarithm un

.. l( I\"v). ror SUII1P vallla.tiollv of 1\' whit:h vanishes Oll A( 1\'), ami whosc pullback to

.\ then.'fore vallishes on .,"( h·). This pullback may be reprcsl~ntcd a.s thc Coleman
integral ur C\ dHrcrcntial W Oll .t. and its 7.('ro~s may thcrc[ore be controlled in terms
of zeroes of uJ.

l\1cCallum illustrated a. rcfinement ur this mcthod using the cxample of curves yl' =
x J

( 1 - .x)~ p a,n ocld prime, 1 ::; s ::; p - 1. Thc refinement dcpends on knowing that
the closure or :l(Q) in ..'l(/Qp} has posit.ive codimension, which in turn depends on a
certain descent hypothesis. This hypothesis is satisfied when (a.) p is regular or (b)
<: = lVK./K(n"in. wherc (is a. prinlitive p-th root of unity, [( = Q((), !(" =[((.4[pn))
and (n E 01' .. [*]- 0 Zp. Under this hypothesis, hc showed that the only rational
points are (0,0), (1,00) and 00; i.e. that Fermat's last theorem is true for p.

Connectedness of certain linear algebraic groups arising from abelian va-
rieties . ~':"-

Yuri G. Zarhin

Zarhin reported on joint work with A. Silverberg. They proved the following gen-
. eralizations of Raynaud's semistable reduction criterion and a theorem of Borovoi.

Let !( be a field, X an abelian variety over !(. Let A : X ........:r f be a polarization
of _4, e>.,n : .rn x X n --fo. J.L" the corresponding skew-symmetric Galois-equivariant
Weil- pairing.

Theorem' Assunle that ~here exist a. maximal ~sotropic subgroup .t"n C X n with
respect ta e>.,n such that .\'" C .\,{j{) (*). If n ~ 5 then X has semistable reduction
outside n.

Now, assurne that !{ is allumber field and let V;(.Y) be the Q,- Tate module of
.\'. Let PI : G{ J() --,. .4ut Vi(.\'") be the corresponding l-adic representa:tian of the
Galois group G(/() of [( and let G~'g C GL(V;( ..Y) be the Zariski closure of the
image !m(p,) C Aut V;( ..~).

Theorem ASSUlne (*) as ahove. If n ~ :) and J-Ln C !( then the linear algebraic
group Gflg is connected.

Berichterstatter: Ivan I\ausz und IIeiko Knospe
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